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Branch Students FC DF CSC Total Pass % Present to receive 

Graduation honor

CS  89 62 26 0 88 98.9% 57

IS  22 18 4 0 22 100% 15

E & C 91 66 23 0 89 97.8% 61

Mechanical 95 75 18 1 94 98.9% 49

Civil 58 44 14 0 58 100% 30

Total Graduates 355 212 85 1 351 212

MBA 116 16 96 3 115 99.13% 24

M.Tech 11 10 1 0 11 100% 02

Total Post-Graduates 127 26 97 3 126 26

Total 482 291 182 4 477 238

Pass 

Graduation Day is that special day when he/she 

graduates from college and is awarded with the 

academic degree of a "graduate". It is not an end of 

academic learning but a beginning of one's career 

path.  

Sahyadri College of Engineering & Management, 

celebrated its 3rd Graduation Day for the passed out 

2012-13 batch of students of M.Tech., MBA and 

Engineering on the 28th of November 2013. 

The 1st batch of M.Tech. post-graduates, 1st batch of 

Civil Engineering graduates, 3rd batch of other 

Engineering graduates and the 4th batch of MBA post-

graduates were conferred the honor of degree by Mr. 

Lakshmi Narayanan, Founder Member and Vice-

Chairman, Cognizant Technology Solutions.

 It is indeed encouraging to note that out of 477 total 

passed out students 238 were present personally to 

receive the honor.

Sahyadri College of Engineering & Management
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Greeting Mr. Lakshmi Narayanan

Stepping into Sahyadri Campus

Floral welcome from
Dr. D. L. Prabhakara



Significance of Planting the Kalpvriksha 

Kalpvriksha has many 

spiritual, religious and 

environmental values. 

It is a divine tree on the Planet 

earth. Coastal Karnataka calls 

the coconut tree as 

Kalpavriksha or Kalpataru 

because of its ability to amply 

provide for human needs. 

Swarnavalli Peetha, H. H. Shreemajjagadguru 

Shankaracharya Shri Gangadharendra Saraswati 

Swamiji, Sonda gave a coconut to Chairman as 

Prasadam. The coconut started sprouting and Swamiji 

suggested to plant the sapling by an eminent 

personality. Mr.  is Kalpavriksha 

for the IT sector. On his visit he planted a sapling in the 

Sahyadri Campus.

The vision of the Institute is that every student 

achieves their goal like 

Lakshmi Narayanan

Lakshmi Narayanan.

Planting
  a coconut tree
                  sapling



Mr. Lakshmi Narayanan serves as the Vice-Chairman 

of Cognizant Technology Solutions India Private 

Limited. As Vice-Chairman, Mr. Narayanan has been 

instrumental in formulating Cognizant's strategy and 

building and managing the organization's 

development centers. He has over 25 years of 

experience in the global Information Technology 

industry including 10 years managing divisions and 

business units in the U.S., Europe and India. His 

leadership experience includes corporate governance, 

customer relationship management, and organization 

strategy. As a founding member of Cognizant, he has 

been responsible for providing leadership for the 

company's high-touch customer relationship and 

delivery excellence model. Mr. Narayanan guides 

strategic programs around customer advocacy, 

education, training and leadership development. He 

holds a Bachelor of Science degree, a Master of 

Science degree and a Management degree from the 

Indian Institute of Science.

He has been Vice-Chairman of the Board for Cognizant 

Technology Solutions Corporation since January 1, 

2007.  Mr. Lakshmi Narayanan was elected as the 

President in March 1998, was appointed as its Chief 

Executive Officer on December 22, 2003, and serves as 

a Director. He served as the Chief Operating Officer of 

Cognizant Technology Solutions Corp. from March 

1998 to December 2003. Mr. Narayanan joined 

Cognizant Technology Solutions the Indian subsidiary 

as Chief Technology Officer in 1994 and was elected 

President of such subsidiary on January 1, 1996. Prior 

to joining Cognizant Technology Solutions, he was the 

regional head of Tata Consultancy Services, a large 

consulting and software Services Company located in 

India from 1975 to 1994. He began his career at TCS, 

growing through the ranks from developer and 

technologist to program manager and business leader. 

Mr. Narayanan serves on the Board of Directors and as 

the Chairman of the Governance Committee of TVS 

Capital Funds Limited. He is the Chairman of the Board 

of ICT Academy of Tamil Nadu, a not-for-profit training 

and research institution established in a public-private 

partnership model between the Government of India, 

the Government of Tamil Nadu and the Confederation 

of Indian Industry. He serves as Advisor at Ajuba 

International, Inc., a Director at U.S.-India Business 

Council, a Member of the Executive Board at Indian 

School of Business. He served as the Chairman of 

National Association of Software and Service 

Companies since April 2007, also served as Chairman 

at NASSCOM Foundation. Mr. Narayanan has also 

recently been conferred the "Life Time Achievement 

Award" during CONNECT and has received several 

industry accolades including Economic Times 

Entrepreneur of the Year 2005. 

Mr. Lakshmi Narayanan
Founder Member and Vice - Chairman

Cognizant Technology Solutions 

Profile

Cognizant
Technology
Solutions



The Third Graduation Day for the passed out 2012-13 

batch of students of the first batch of M.Tech., MBA 

and Engineering was held in the Campus.

The Registration process started at 9:30 A.M. and at 

11:00 A.M. Graduate and Postgraduate students 

marched from the College to the entrance towards 

Open Auditorium (Entrance) with the band.

The Formal Graduation Day Programme started at 

11:30 A.M. with invocation by final year engineering 

students.

Mr. Boris Fernandes and Ms. Pooja Rai, final year MBA 

students compered the announcements. 

The Third Graduation Day 
for the passed out
2012-13 students 

was held in the Campus.

Mrs. Vishal Samartha, Professors of MBA, introduced 

the Guest to the gathering and Dr. D. L. Prabhakara, 

Director, Sahyadri Educational Institutions welcomed 

the Guests and Alumni students.

The 1st batch of M.Tech. post-graduates, 1st batch of 

Civil Engineering graduates, 3rd batch of other 

Engineering graduates and the 4th batch of MBA post-

graduates were conferred the honor of degree by Mr. 

Lakshmi Narayanan, Founder Member and Vice-

Chairman, Cognizant Technology Solutions. 

Mr. Lakshmi Narayanan, Founder Member and Vice-

Chairman, Cognizant Technology Solutions, was the 

Chief Guest. Students in their graduate attire marched 

to the venue to the accompaniment of the band 

followed by the dignitaries and the HoDs of the various 

departments. 238 students took an oath and received 

their graduation certificates from the Chief Guest. 

Dr. D. L. Prabhakara, Director, Sahyadri Educational 

Institutions, welcomed the gathering and wished the 

young graduates all the best in their future endeavours. 

Mr. Manjunath Bhandary, Chairman, Bhandary 

Foundation in his keynote address, said that it was a 

memorable and a great day. There were no words to 

describe the elation he felt especially having Mr. 

Lakshmi Narayanan as the Chief Guest. In his address 

to the gathering, he said that the three options now 

open for the young graduates was to join an industry, 

become entrepreneurs or go in for research. A living 

example before them was Mr. Lakshmi Narayanan who 

is a combination of all three – an entrepreneur who 

comes from an industry and is a researcher himself. He 

added that the doors were now open from the 

industries for skilled graduates.

Mr. Lakshmi Narayanan, the Chief Guest, said that it 

was a great honour for him to be in the Campus among 

the Sahyadrians and congratulated them on earning 
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their official degree stating that it was the first thing 

that they had earned in their life. He also congratulated 

the parents who were present and elsewhere for the 

sacrifices that they had made and that education is the 

most valuable thing that a parent can give their child. 

He congratulated the Chairman and the entire Sahyadri 

team for their selfless service in the field of education 

to make their students model citizens. He gave a call to 

the graduates to think of their alma mater once they 

have succeeded in earning the respect of their peers, 

their superiors and then think of contributing to 

society.

Mr. Narayanan in his thought-provoking speech to the 

young graduates, said that their degree is the key to the 

door of opportunities and they are the selected few; 

one among the thousands to make a difference to their 

family and to society. He asked them to single 

mindedly pursue excellence which is the hallmark of 

every intelligent human being. Excellence, he said is all 

about values like truth, honesty, integrity, being fair to 

themselves and society, not to take undue advantage, 

and these values have been learned by watching their 

parent and teachers. The common thing that sets 

leaders apart is the commitment to the above values. 

He said that in every aspect of life, quality is the most 

excellent way in which a job can be done and thirdly he 

said that in whatever one chooses to do, do it with 

mastery in that particular field or area. He called the 

youngsters not `millennials' but `digital natives', as 

they are in the digital age and everything to them 

comes naturally unlike the older generation. He 

cautioned that the future of work will be different. He 

concluded that this was a day to celebrate and they 

were taking their first steps in expanding their 

knowledge boundary as they go on to succeed in life. 

Dr. Umesh M. Bhushi, Principal, congratulated the 

graduates and said that the institute was proud of their 

achievements. He thanked, the dignitaries, the 

trustees, the guests, the parents, the media, the 

faculty, the staff and the students for their unstinted 

support in all the activities conducted by the college.

Students shared their experience of the time they spent 

in the Campus and expressed their gratitude to their 

alma mater. The formal function was followed by a 

photography session. Forenoon, the Chief Guest 

interacted with the faculty members and post lunch he 

addressed the MBA students and interacted with the 

top management. 

The Chairman, the Director, the Principal, the Deans 

along with the Chief Guest and respective heads of 

various departments shared the dais. Madam 

Prasanna Bhandary, several parents and students took 

part in the event.

He called the youngsters not

 `millennials' but `digital natives', 

as they are in the digital age 

and everything to them comes 

naturally unlike the older generation.

Report



Respected Lakshmi Narayan, Vice-Chairman and 

Founder Member, Cognizant Technology Solutions, 

Our Chairman Dr, Manjunath Bhandary, Other 

dignitaries on and off the dais,

For all our graduates to be, their journey has just 

begun. Graduation is the threshold where youth meets 

adulthood and it is a joyous occasion for the young 

graduates to be and their families. It is also the time to 

collect wisdom and advice before they start a new life.

With immense pleasure I would like to accord a special 

welcome to our honorable chief guest of today, Mr 

Lakshmi Narayanan on this special occasion to the 

Sahyadri Campus. I request Dr. Manjunath Bhandary 

to heartily welcome our chief guest with a floral 

bouquet.

I take this opportunity to heartily welcome our beloved 

Chairman, Dr Manjunath Bhandary and Mrs. Prasanna 

Bhandary, our Trustees, Sri Jagannath Chowta and Sri 

Devdas Hegde.

Dr. D. L. Prabhakara
Welcomes all

A very warm welcome to the Principals of our 

neighboring Engineering College and our own 

Principal of SCEM, Dr. U. M. Bhushi and all other 

guests

I cordially welcome Principal of Sahyadri Educational 

Institutions to this mega function.

I extend a warm welcome to our Vice Principal, Deans, 

HODS of various departments and my faculties and the 

supporting staff of Sahyadri family to this wonderful 

programme.

How can I forget to welcome the most important sector 

- the Fourth Estate, the press and media. My hearty 

welcome to you all.

Time now to welcome the graduates to be.  I am really 

proud and privileged to welcome you all to this third 

graduation day of Sahyadri College of Engineering & 

Management which is also the most important day of 

your life. Let me also bless you and wish you all the 

best in all your future endeavours. I would also like to 

welcome the proud parents of our graduates to be, to 

this function. Now, I would heartily welcome all the 

students of Sahyadri to this important function. 

Welcome, welcome one and all, Thank you.

Sahyadri College of Engineering & Management

The Chief Guest declares the students as graduates



Mr. Manjunath Bhandary, Chairman, Bhandary Foundation

·  Mr. Manjunath Bhandary, Chairman in his talk said that it was a very special day for the graduates and also a 

special occasion for the institution.

He said that it was a memorable day, a great day and there were no words to express his elation that a man such 

as Mr. Lakshmi Narayanan, the Chief Guest has graced the occasion.

He said that the doors are now open for the young graduates to either join an industry, become entrepreneurs 

or go in for research.

 He briefed about the Sahyadri journey since 2007.

Mr. Lakshmi Narayan, Vice-Chairman, Cognizant Technology Solutions

· The degree is the key to the door of opportunities and they are the selected few; one among the thousands to 

make a difference to their family and to society. 

· He asked them to single mindedly pursue excellence which is the hallmark of every intelligent human being. 

· He called the youngsters not `millennials' but `digital natives', as they are in the digital age and everything to 

them comes naturally unlike the older generation. The future of work will be different. 

· He said that Excellence with values like truth, honesty, integrity, being fair to themselves and society, not to take 

undue advantage, secondly, quality is the most excellent way in which a job can be done and thirdly he said that 

in whatever one chooses to do, do it with mastery in that particular field or area.   

· 

· 

· 

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE SPEECHES



Dear graduates, friends, faculty members, media, 

distinguished Hon'ble Shri. Lakshmi Narayanan. The 

Sahyadri journey began in the year 2007. In the last 6-7 

years we have achieved many milestones. On several 

occasions I have mentioned that the Hon'ble Chief 

Minister came to the institution to inaugurate the 

research center, our education minister came to 

inaugurate our incubation centre, our director from 

IIIT- Allahabad came for an MoU, our Jindal CEO, 

several occasions, I have mentioned that this day is a 

memorable day, this is a day great day. But today, there 

are no words for me to describe the day's importance. 

The man Lakshmi Narayanan, only few people on this 

earth are equivalent to him. This is a very special 

occasion for this institution also. Sir, in the last 

convocation day, we decided we want to invite three 

eminent achievers from the field like academic, 

industry and entrepreneurship. The main motto is that 

the young graduates have three options: one option is 

to join the industry, so we invited the industry top 

personalities, this is as your role model. The second 

Manjunath Bhandary
 Inspiring Keynote Address

choice, they can start their own entrepreneurships, so 

we invi ted one who real ly  achieved the 

entrepreneurship from Rs. 10000/- to Rs. 6000 crores 

in a span of 20 years. He is another role model. The 

third option if there was anybody interested in the 

research activity or academic activity they could join 

teaching as a professional, so I invited the Vice-

Chancellor. These three levels you can reach, you can 

become the leaders. On the last graduation day we 

thought that the same tradition we can continue in the 

future also. Whenever I meet my friends, I request 

them kindly introduce me or our institution to some of 

the eminent personalities for the interaction and also 

the placement drive. One of my classmates, my well 

wisher, my best friend, Sri. M. V. Subramanian from 

Madras who is the Chairman of Focus Infotech, he 

called me and told me, “Manjunath, Mr. Lakshmi 

Narayanan who is the founder of Cognizant and Vice 

Chairman is visiting my company. Kindly come and 

meet him and request him. Iif he says “Yes” that is a 

great achievement.” Immediately I asked him, “Mani is 

it possible? Mr. Lakshmi Narayanan will agree to come 

from Chennai to Mangalore and also Sahyadri is a new 

name.” The people of Lakshmi Narayanan's caliber like 

to go to IIT's or IIM's to give the delivery or any 

speeches. But Mani replied, “no Manju, I have several 

times interacted with him, he is a different person. He 

doesn't bother about what is big, he sees the potential 

and interested people, my company is very very new 

and he is coming to my company to interact and 

motivate my staff.” Then I took the chance, I went to 

the web, the YoutTube. So many speeches, each 

speech his interaction was excellent. I became so 

fascinated to meet him. When I met him, and invited 

him, without thinking or without thought, “I may be 

free in the month of November. Once I reach my office, 
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definitely I will send the dates to you.” I was so happy, 

without anything he agreed. I am really grateful to you 

Sir. The same thing I communicated to my Principal 

and Director, they told yes Sir, one guest is okay. What 

about another two guests. Every minute everybody 

they are asking, sir what happened to another tw 

guests. He is coming from the industry, we need 

someone from entrepreneurship and one from 

academic side. Today, I am giving the answer for them. 

Sir, in the tradition of Hindu religion, we heard the 

name of Dattathreya, which means the combination of 

Brahma, Vishnu and Maheshwara. Like that only you 

are the combination of academic, industry and 

entrepreneurship. So we don't want to dilute for any 

other person. I request you all my graduates, take 

some of his noble characters as a role model in your 

life, especially the passion, commitment and 

entrepreneurship. Today he reached from Chennai to 

Mangalore at 8:30 am. Just imagine at what time he 

started his day.That is his commitment. And only he is 

coming for this graduation day, the person like 

Lakshmi Narayanan, his flight was at 5:45 am from 

Chennai, just imagine, this is his commitment and it is 

a passion. Already, he has interacted for one hour with 

the faculty members. He not only came and delivered 

the speech, he already interacted with our faculty 

members and motivated them. This is his passion. I 

don't want to describe his achievement. Today 

Cognizant is one of the premier companies in the 

world. All this credit goes to Mr. Lakshmi Narayanan. 

So my dear friends, you have all graduated. Out of the 

three options, any one characteristic you adopt as a 

role model, definitely you will reach the heights. Sir, I 

am not taking much time. 

Keynote Address

Before ending, I remember our beloved former Prime 

Minister Rajeev Gandhi, This great man who helped 

me. Sir, as a student I got the LPG dealership. I 

happened to meet him and he enquired what happened 

to your gas agency. At that time he was out of power, 

way back in 1990-91. I told him because of the war, no 

LPG connections were being released. He 

recommended my name to Sathyaprakash, Malavia; 

who was the petroleum minister. The minister asked 

me, “Manju, what do you want. Rajiv Gandhi replied to 

him, “Panditji Khudha prathyaksh hoke bhakth ke sath 

kya chahiye pucha tho, ye bhakth kya puchega apke 

saath. Aapko malum padega, ke Manju ko kya dene ka 

hai karke. The minister was stunned, he released me 

2000 LPG gas connections. Today, you are the god for 

Sahyadri institution. We are not requesting anything 

from you. I think you already saw the institution, 

interacted with the faculty. Again today you will be 

interacting in the evening with our MBA Students. You 

decide what we have to do. The doors of Sahyadri are 

open for the industries. Our main motto is that we want 

to give good human beings and graduates to the 

society and industry, who will be helpful to the society. 

So my dear graduates, I am not taking much time. Your 

parents are happy on two occasions; one is when you 

are born and the other when you graduate. So I wish 

you all the best.  Thank you.

It was a memorable day,

a great day and there were no words to

express his elation that a man such as

Mr. Lakshmi Narayanan, the Chief Guest

has graced the occasion.



It is a great honour for me to be here among all the 

students of Sahyadri College of Engineering & 

Management.  Congratulations to all the graduating 

students. You have earned your degrees today 

officially.  Probably the first thing that you have earned 

in your life and the foundation for all the future 

earnings that you are going to have in your life.  

Congratulations! And to the parents who are here and 

elsewhere, for all the sacrifices that you have made to 

have your sons and daughters educated, this is the 

best thing that you can ever give to your child.  

Education is probably the most valuable thing that a 

parent can give to the child.  I am sure your children 

will value it as much as you value it giving it to them.  

And finally a big congratulation to Dr. Bhandary, the 

rest of the team of the college, the faculty and all the 

other staff for all the sacrifices that they have made in 

making you what you are today.  If there is one 

profession that is selfless, that is the profession of 

education.  They do not expect anything in return from 

you.  All that they want from you is to be a model 

The Chief Guest Speaks
Graduation Day - 2013

citizen.  What has this degree given you?  The degree 

is the key to the door of opportunities that you have 

ahead of you.  There are plenty of opportunities.  You 

are a selected few.  There are millions and millions of 

people, but you are the selected few, one among 

thousands who have the opportunity to make a 

difference; to make a difference to yourself, to your 

family, to the community that you live in and to the 

larger society.  That's the right that you have earned 

today and that's also the responsibility that has been 

bestowed on you today.  And the reason you are 

different is because you have gained certain intellect 

and experience that many of the others have had no 

access to.  And what is it that you should do with what 

you have gained. Single mindedly use it in the pursuit 

of excellence.  Pursuit of excellence is the hallmark of 

every intelligent human being.  Whatever we do, we 

want to be the best in whatever we do.  Excellence 

means several things to several people.  But it includes 

a lot of things inherently. First and foremost, 

excellence is about values.  The values of truth, the 

values of honesty, the pursuit of integrity and honesty, 

being fair to yourself, to society, not to take undue 

advantage, these are all values that you have learnt 

from the behavior of by watching the behavior of by 

watching your parents about your teachers and that is 

the one that is going to help you in the pursuit of 

excellence.  If you look at any leader anywhere in the 

world today, they may be graduates, they may not be 

graduates, they may be rich, they may not be rich.  

They may have had a fantastic childhood or they may 

have had a very troubled childhood. The environment 

may have been very different for all those leaders, but 

one common thing that takes the leader apart is that 

leader's commitment to values.  Values of truth, 

honesty and integrity and that's the first thing that is 
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important in the pursuit of excellence.  Quality, quality 

in every aspect of life, in everything that we do. There 

are one hundred ways of doing different things but 

there is only one quality way of doing it.  The quality 

way which says this is the most excellent way that this 

job can be done or this task can be accomplished.  

That's the pursuit that you have earned to pursue with 

the degree that you have today; commitment to quality.  

And mastery, whatever you choose, you may choose a 

profession that is in line with what you have studied or 

may be a profession that is different from what you 

have studied. Whatever you choose, you have to be a 

master in that area sot hat others would say, if I want to 

be successful in this profession as a Civil Engineer, I 

would like to be as this person, who is so 

knowledgeable, so quality conscious, so helpful, that 

achieving the type of excellence that he has achieved is 

my goal in life.  If you pursue that excellence, that 

mastery, then everything will fall in place 

automatically.  By virtue of the qualification that you 

have, you will succeed in life; that is guaranteed.  

Where you are one among the selected few, getting a 

job, doing well in a job, earning well, getting a good life, 

all that is guaranteed.  For some it may happen faster 

than others, but eventually it is going to happen to 

everyone.  It's not what your worry should be.  That's 

not what your problem is.  You problem is given that 

comfort, given that guarantee, how do I earn the 

respect of my peers, my superiors, and how do I make 

a difference to the larger Society.  That's the single 

minded pursuit of excellence that I'd like you to pursue.

The world today is very different and you are a very 

very fortunate lot.  In our industry, we call you, earlier 

we used to call you “millennials”, people in the age 

group of about 18 to about 30 years are the millennials; 

Speech

a new generation of people.  Now we call you the 

'digital natives'.  The world is digital you are all digital 

natives.  Unlike people like us, for us being or earning a 

living in the digital world is not natural, whereas for you 

it is very very natural because that's what you have 

seen.  The innovation in the area of technology is so 

high that it touches every aspect of life and every 

aspect of every profession.  If you are a Civil Engineer 

you cannot get by without technology because most of 

the design is done using technology today.  If you are a 

Mechanical Engineer, the latest automotive plant that is 

being set up, Daimler Corporation set up a commercial 

vehicles division, there are only 400 people working in 

that plant, the rest of it is all robotics.  And there are 

Engineers 4000, an equal number of Engineers who 

are working there designing these robots and 

designing robotics; a completely changed world.     

The work place is different, the future of work is 
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different.  I know a Software Engineer in Cognizant 

who had a bio-technology qualification, thought she 

would work in the office regularly like all the other 

employees, but one of her assignments took her 

actually to an operating theatre.  In the operating 

theatre where there was a surgery being performed for 

implanting a microchip or a device in the brain, a 

neurosurgery and there were about seven people in the 

operating room, four surgeons and three technicians 

and she was one of them.  She was calibrating, coding, 

programming, and calibrating the device so that the 

implant can function effectively on that patient.  You 

talk to her, she never thought she never dreamt that she 

would work in an operating theatre after completing 

her Computer Science Program.  So the future of work 

is different,, the future of work place is different, the 

entire future in the digital world is going to be very very 

different and you have a fantastic opportunity to 

participate in that revolution and create the type of 

things that many of us cannot ever imagine and for that 

to  happen you need mastery of a single line that you 

pursue and in that area you have to excel.  That is the 

commitment that you have to make in whatever task 

that you accept today.  If you have those values, a 

commitment to excellence and quality and pursue 

mastery in whatever is your passion, then as I said, not 

only is success guaranteed, respect for you in society 

is guaranteed.  It is at that time when you have 

accomplished something, when you have earned the 

respect of society that you should think of your Alma 

Mater, you should think about the college, your 

teachers, the cohorts, the students that work with you, 

the students that taught you and see how you can 

repay. How you can participate in the activity of 

education.  You look at any global institution, any top 

institution like an MIT, or Harvard or many of the IITs; 

they have huge corpus, huge endowment fund.  Indian 

School of Business is trying to create a corpus of 50 

crores, Harvard University is trying to create a corpus 

of 50 billion USD; that's about 30,000 crores of rupees.  

Half of that amount came from the alumni of these 

institutions. The students who studied in this great 

institution give back to the institution so that the 

teachers, the students and the researchers can pursue 

research and expand it to new areas and make this 

place a much better place to live in. That's a 

contribution that all of you will be expected to make in 

time as you succeed in life.

But today is a day to celebrate. You have earned well 

what you have worked for. You are taking the first 

steps; be it entrepreneurship, some of you have 

chosen the path for the noble profession of research 

and education, fantastic and I am sure some of you will 

pursue entrepreneurship and become entrepreneurs. 

Like Dr. Bhandary mentioned; pursuit of excellence in 

all these three areas, any one of these is a noble cause.  

I wish you all the very best.  I hope you will remember 

this institution and this day and use this as a stepping 

stone for all your future dreams. Thank you very much.

Speech



At the outset Hearty Congratulations to all the Graduates 

and the fresh Alumni.

We gather here to celebrate a special day of your latest 

triumph and accomplishment, let's pause to re-

introspect to thank the hands that have been supporting.

Honorable Chief Guest, the Vice Chairman and the 

founder member of Cognizant Technology Solutions, 

Shri. Lakshmi Narayanan, Respected President of 

function our beloved Chairman, Shri. Manjunath 

Bhandary, and other dignitaries on and off the dais. 

Ladies and Gentlemen It's my privilege to have been 

asked to propose a vote of thanks on this auspicious 

occasion. 

You don't stop going to college when we graduate, but 

enter into life of permanent school of reality, where every 

moment you need to graduate giving 100% to that 

moment.  So, Mahatma Gandhi said "Live as if you were 

to die tomorrow. Learn as if you were to live forever." Also 

Excel before you win. The idea of being your best, 

sharpening your saw, and being steadfast and deserving, 

hold yourself to high standards, and compete with worthy 

competition,  the best standing example is our Chief 

Guest Shri. Lakshmi Narayanan, Sir, your presence as a 

role model is the greatest motivator for all of us, more so 

for the graduating students. I wish all of them tread your 

footsteps and grow as successful professionals. I 

sincerely wish everyone understand your growth, it will 

Words of Gratitude by
the Principal

be wonderful lesson of a lifetime. Our heartfelt thanks for 

gracious time and presence. May I now request our 

beloved Chairman Manjunath Bhandary to offer a 

memento as a token of love and affection.  THANK YOU 

SIR…We hope your team will constantly interact with our 

students to share their rich field experience.

I also wish to express my gratitude to the President of the 

function Shri. Manjunath Bhandary, a treasure of real 

ideas, very grateful to the mentor Dr. D. L.Prabhakara, 

Secretary, Trustees of the organization, founder 

members, whose unstinted support have all been driving 

us in every walk of our step. Thank you sir.

And, we also would like to acknowledge our gratitude to 

Press media, VTU members, Principals other dignitaries 

of the Mangalore, and the backbone of our Chairman well 

wishers of Sahyadri, who have always supported us in 

every step of activity. We are honoured by your presence.

Well, Ladies and gentlemen, an event like this cannot 

happen overnight. The wheels start rolling weeks ago. It 

requires planning and a birds eye for details. We have 

been fortunate enough to be backed by a team of very 

motivated and dedicated colleagues for the perfect 

logistic support, guidance and enormous cooperation in 

the organization of this event. The Sahyadrians who know 

their job and are result oriented. Right from planning 

invitations, technical arrangements, stage setting and 

lighting, catering and on and on till last lap.

I cannot thank everyone enough for their involvement and 

their willingness to take on the completion of tasks 

beyond their comfort zones, since they are beyond the 

thanking who have put in their hearts and soul.

To close, GRADUATES You are educated. Think of your 

degree as your ticket to change the world., where 

'individuality' is the key to success. AND The purpose of 

life is to be useful, to be honorable, to be compassionate, 

to have it make some difference that you have lived and 

lived well" 

FINALLY, I thank you for being with us on this Graduation 

Day- it's been a great pleasure and treat for all 

Sahyadrians and Mangalore too.  Thank You Very Much! 

And have a good day….

Vote of Thanks



Congratulations to all the graduates here. It gives me 

immense pleasure and honor to be standing here 

today. I am sure for many of you for whom today marks 

your graduation would agree.

I am Prajwala from the Department of Business 

administration and I stand here on behalf of my fellow 

graduates. Together, we are proud to have achieved 

this goal. This morning when I wore the gown, slid the 

slash over my shoulders, the immensity of this 

occasion stuck me. For som e of us, today marks the 

end of 2,3 or 5 years of study with Sahyadri, and we are 

here to celebrate achieving the largest milestone of our 

lives so far and to embrace the next chapter. When I 

first arrived to college, the college offered me 3 days 

induction programme, which I can say is a true 

blessing; because I remember a speaker who said that 

opportunities don't just come for a few people, but it is 

those people who use the opportunities are the 

successful ones. That really struck me and drove me. 

Because I was with the notion that I am an average 

student and what good can come out of me, but I was 

wrong, as it is not important who we are but how we 

use the opportunities that come across our lives. 

Experience sharing by Students
Ms. Prajwala - MBA

Right from the day one, I have seen the college 

encouraging and giving an atmosphere where there is 

a development in every individual and has given us 

opportunities for learning beyond the basic 

classrooms and also giving us individual training and 

encouragement. I remember when we were put in 

teams in the first year, when not knowing anybody and 

how our lecturers would encourage and make us so 

comfortable to come forward and speak forth, it was 

just amazing and it has really shaped our lives. I also 

remember those stressful assignments and those 

presentations that we used to make one after the other 

and we would sit up late nights and work in teams etc. 

and of course the project was a real nightmare, but I 

can proudly say today that I am standing here all these 

things what I have said has really made me a true 

professional. I am saying it with all happiness and it 

was not just the seven subjects that we have learnt here 

but Sahyadri gave us a real-time live working 

experience and opportunities like inter-collegiate fests, 

sports, symposium etc. And I can say that these two 

years were the best part of my education. That's why I 

would like to thank all those people who have 

transformed me from a cocoon to a butterfly especially 

my lecturers and my parents, more importantly 

Almighty God who has always kept me through my 

endeavors. And now I am sure that feeling rings true 

for every graduate. And once again congratulations to 

all the graduates. Thank you one and all.

Feedback

 I am saying it with all 

happiness and it was not just 

the seven subjects that we have 

learnt here but Sahyadri gave us 

a real-time live working 

experience and opportunities 

like inter-collegiate fests, 

sports, symposium etc.
Sahyadri College of Engineering & Management



I deem it my extreme pleasure to stand in front of you 

to give a feedback regarding the experiences as an 

M.Tech student in this high profile institution. At the 

outset, I would like to stress on the academic 

importance given by the institutional personnel 

towards curriculum, extra-curricula or may it even be 

sports activities. This kind of contributions given by 

the stalwarts of this institution is seen of a kind which 

is at no other institution. Also, not to mention the kind 

of growth shown by the institution in the overall 

development has immensely been one of the best seen 

around. As an M.Tech candidate it was a great pleasure 

to experience and analyze the attributes of teaching 

imparted by the masterminds of the institution which 

has in one or the other way helped me to take the same 

teaching job as a profession which I feel is considered 

Jaimon Dennis Quadros
M.Tech  

to be the greatest turn around of my life. Also, as an 

engineering student, I have always felt that there is a 

lack of interaction between institution and industry. I 

hope this void can be filled by collaborating with high 

profile industries like Cognizant and other multi-

national strong heads. All in all, I would say it has been 

a wonderful experience and I am happy to be a part of 

Sahyadri family. Thank you one and all.

Feedback

I hope this void can 

be filled by 

collaborating with 

high profile industries 

like Cognizant and 

other multi-national 

strong heads. 

Students receiving their Provisional Degree Certificates



I am speechless. That says everything, because my 

friends always tease me that I was born with a mike, so 

being speechless on this occasion shows the 

magnanimity of the occasion. Before going on to 

anything else, I remember a Kabir Das Doha, 

Guru gobind dou khade,

kaake lagoon paay

Balihari guru aapne

gobind diyo batay

Guru and God both are here

to whom should I first bow

All glory be unto the guru

path to God who did bestow

So before going into the further details, my experience 

in Sahyadri, I would like to thank each and every 

person who has made me stand in this position 

proudly with my chest held high and speak like this. 

First of all, I would like to thank our Chairman, Mr. 

Manjunath Bhandary who has been there behind me 

and every one of our endeavors. Three pillars of the 

College, my first Principal and now the Director of the 

college Dr. D. L. Prabhakara, he has always supported 

us in every endeavors, thank you very much sir. Dr. U. 

M. Bhushi from whom I have learnt a lot as a teacher, I 

am now working as teacher, how he is my idol so how 

to work, the work ethics I learnt from him. He comes 

Rakshith Shetty
BE- Mechanical

earlier than everybody, he goes later than everyone. 

And whenever I see him, he keeps on working. So 

special thanks to you sir for encouraging us in that way. 

One more person I would like to thank from the bottom 

of my heart is Dr. A.J. Antony, our Vice-Principal who 

stood beside me and all of us from my very first year 

and made all of this possible. I would like to thank our 

HoD, Dr. S. S. Balakrishna and HoD's of all the 

departments, my dear faculties and of course my dear 

friends.

So moving on with the experience in Sahyadri, when 

we came here we were like unmolded clay, today we 

stand as the best sculpted clay which is sold in the 

market for higher prices, if you know what I mean. So 

moving on, Sahyadri has provided us the entire 

platform to shine in any kind of field we want to be. We 

have the best academic foundation found anywhere, 

our physical infrastructure is the best in the region, but 

if I have to point out one chink in our armour, I feel 

being a student here and after joining as a faculty here 

is that there is a lot of less industrial interaction which 

is happening for example. I know what is a piston rod, I 

know what is a Gudgeon Pin, I know what is an engine 

but if my car breaks down, I will have to call a mechanic 

who will come and repair it. That is what is happening 

with me and every engineer who is studying today. So 

my one request from the bottom of my heart to the 

institute is that we should have more practical 

applications and industrial application which would 

help all of us when we go to our respective field which 

will definitely help us. With this I conclude my words. 4 

lines of a famous song which I always remember from 

a famous Pakistani band.

Phir milenge na jane hum

Yar phir se sabhi

Laut kar ab na ayega 

Masti bare din kabhi

I am really going to miss the place, I am really going to 

miss my college days. Thank you

Feedback

Sahyadri College of Engineering & Management



Graduates taking the Oath

March Past of the Dignitaries

March Past of the Students to the Venue



 Graduation Day - Department of Computer Science- VIII SEM  -  28-11-2013 



Department of Computer Science- VIII SEM

List of Students Conferred the Honor of Graduation

Sahyadri College of Engineering & Management

1 Ajith Kumar 4SF09CS003 46 Miral Patel 4SF08CS051

2 Alsaba 4SF09CS005 47 N.Rekha 4SF10CS405

3 Amin Avneesh Vasu 4SF09CS006 48 Narendra Rao T J 4SF09CS052

4 Ananthakrishna K 4SF09CS008 49 Neeha Mendon 4SF09CS053

5 Annapoorna S Prabhu 4SF09CS009 50 Nelson Santosh Dsouza 4SF09CS054

6 Anusha B.G. 4SF08CS012 51 Nisha S. K. 4SF09CS055

7 Anusha Joyline Lasrado 4SF09CS010 52 Nithish Kumar A 4SF09CS001

8 Anusha Shenoy 4SF09CS011 53 Pallavi 4SF09CS057

9 Aparna Shetty 4SF09CS012 54 Parekh Devang Hareshkumar 4SF09CS058

10 Apoorva H M 4SF09CS013 55 Patalia Hardik Jayeshbhai 4SF09CS031

11 Arathi 4SF09CS014 56 Prajna K. 4SF09CS059

12 Arpithanandan P 4SF10CS400 57 Prajwal Shetty 4SF10CS406

13 Ashish B 4SF09CS015 58 Prakhyath Rai 4SF09CS060

14 Ashritha K 4SF09CS016 59 Pratheekshitha H 4SF09CS061

15 Ashwin Kumar Bolar 4SF09CS017 60 Preethi P. Shetty 4SF09CS062

16 Ashwini Shetty A. 4SF09CS018 61 Prerna S Anchan 4SF09CS063

17 Athokpam Somorendro 4SF09CS019 62 Priya Naik 4SF09CS064

18 Avinash M.S 4SF08CS016 63 Raghavi 4SF10CS407

19 Bhagya Shree S K 4SF09CS020 64 Raikar Tejas 4SF08CS071

20 Bipin Krishna K.B. 4SF10CS401 65 Rajith Kumar D 4SF10CS408

21 Bratati Mondal 4SF09CS021 66 Rakhesh R. 4SF09CS065

22 Chaithra N Somayaji 4SF09CS022 67 Rakshitha Kiran P 4SF09CS066

23 Daphney Jerly D'Souza 4SF09CS024 68 Ramprakash 4SF10CS409

24 Deekayya 4SF10CS402 69 Rasheeda Banu 4SF10CS410

25 Dhanraj D Shetty 4SF09CS025 70 Robert Vas 4SF09CS067

26 Dhara Patel 4SF09CS026 71 Samra 4SF09CS068

27 Disha Jaslin Sequeira 4SF09CS027 72 Shahida Banu 4SF09CS069

28 Disha Shetty 4SF09CS028 73 Sharath 4SF10CS411

29 Fairooz Abdulla 4SF09CS030 74 Sharun 4SF07CS042

30 Harish Shreeshail Taranalli 4SF09CS032 75 Shiksha Boliyar 4SF09CS070

31 Harsheel P Shetty 4SF09CS033 76 Shraddha 4SF09CS088

32 Harshitha Rai H 4SF09CS034 77 Shreya M S 4SF09CS072

33 Hirpara Vinit Bharatkumar 4SF09CS035 78 Shruti Shankar Guddadamane 4SF09CS074

34 Jayalaxmi Shekharan C 4SF10CS403 79 Shwetha 4SF10CS413

35 Jyothi 4SF10CS404 80 Shwetha S P 4SF09CS075

36 Karuna Nagesh Desh Bhandari 4SF09CS038 81 Subhiksha Shetty K 4SF09CS076

37 Kavyashree 4SF09CS039 82 Subrahmanya M 4SF09CS077

38 Khathija Farhath 4SF09CS040 83 Sudhindra 4SF09CS079

39 Kiran K.L 4SF08CS045 84 Varia Anand Jaysukhlal 4SF09CS080

40 Krithika Alva 4SF09CS041 85 Varshini K. 4SF09CS081

41 Lavanya S 4SF09CS042 86 Vasudeva Rao P V 4SF09CS082

42 Lulu Sebastian 4SF09CS043 87 Vibha Gayakwad 4SF09CS083

43 Manali Rai 4SF09CS045 88 Vidhya Gayathri N 4SF09CS051

44 Manasa Karanth 4SF09CS046 89 Vionna Leonita Pinto 4SF09CS086

45 Meera Francis 4SF09CS047 90 Vysakh Jagadeesan 4SF09CS087

Sl No.  Name of the Student                  USN No. Sl No.  Name of the Student                  USN No. 



 Graduation Day - Department of Information Science Engineering - VIII SEM  -  28-11-2013 



Department of Information Science Engineering - VIII SEM

1 Akshath Hegde 4SF09IS001 12 Pearl Sabina Tauro 4SF09IS013

2 Akshatha Kamath M 4SF09IS002 13 Priya Sunder Kamal 4SF09IS014

3 Anusha Shetty H. 4SF08IS007 14 Radhika 4SF09IS015

4 Ashwin K H 4SF09IS003 15 Sangeeta Kamath M 4SF09IS017

5 Bharath Kumar 4SF09IS004 16 Shreyanka J. Bhandary 4SF09IS019

6 Chiraag 4SF09IS005 17 Smitha 4SF09IS020

7 Chrystal Janice Lasrado 4SF09IS006 18 Susmitha 4SF09IS021

8 Jackline Sharol 4SF09IS007 19 Suvratha .N 4SF09IS022

9 Jyothi H. 4SF09IS008 20 Veekshitha K Shetty 4SF09IS023

10 Karthik G Nayak P. 4SF09IS009 21 Yogitha U K 4SF09IS025

11 Monisha 4SF09IS012 22 Zaina Shiba 4SF09IS026

Sl No.  Name of the Student                  USN No. Sl No.  Name of the Student                  USN No. 

M.Tech – Machine Design

1 Arun Kumar M.R 4SF11MMD01 7 Rohit Jayaraj 4SF11MMD07

2 Divya G.S 4SF11MMD02 8 Shivaprasad M. 4SF11MMD08

3 Jaimon Dennis Quadros 4SF11MMD03 9 Suhas 4SF11MMD09

4 Lohit C. 4SF11MMD04 10 Suhas U. 4SF11MMD10

5 Naveen Kumar 4SF11MMD05 11 Vidya Charan 4SF11MMD11

6 Ramaswamy 4SF11MMD06

Sl No.  Name of the Student                  USN No. Sl No.  Name of the Student                  USN No. 

List of Students Conferred the Honor of Graduation



 Graduation Day - Department of Electronics & Communication - VIII SEM  -  28-11-2013 



Department of Electronics & Communication - VIII SEM

List of Students Conferred the Honor of Graduation

Sahyadri College of Engineering & Management

1 Abhijith Kini H 4SF09EC002 47 Prajwal A K 4SF09EC046

2 Ajith Holla V 4SF09EC003 48 Praveen Kumar 4SF10EC404

3 Akshaya A 4SF09EC004 49 Preethika B J 4SF09EC047

4 Amritha M S 4SF09EC086 50 Priya Paul 4SF07EC029

5 Anu Johnson 4SF09EC007 51 Rajath A V                             4SF09EC048

6 Anusha Govindagouda Konnur 4SF09EC008 52 Rakesh C. 4SF09EC049

7 Apeksha A 4SF09EC009 53 Raksha 4SF10EC405

8 Ashwin K K 4SF09EC010 54 Rakshith K Salian 4SF09EC050

9 Ashwini Kumari B 4SF09EC011 55 Rakshitha 4SF09EC051

10 Athmi Rai 4SF09EC012 56 Rakshitha K. 4SF09EC052

11 Belman Karthik Rao 4SF08EC007 57 Rashmi Mascarenhas 4SF09EC053

12 Bhavana K 4SF09EC013 58 Rashmi Pai B 4SF09EC054

13 Bhavya Kamath K 4SF09EC014 59 Rashmila Fathima 4SF09EC055

14 Chaya K V 4SF09EC017 60 Reshma Chandran 4SF09EC056

15 Chirag S P 4SF09EC018 61 Roopa Jaslin Lobo 4SF09EC058

16 Dhanraj H. 4SF10EC400 62 Sachith J 4SF09EC059

17 Divya Kumari K 4SF08EC405 63 Saliyan Kiran Gopal 4SF09EC060

18 Donald Thomas 4SF09EC019 64 Sam George 4SF09EC061

19 Faizan Sheik Mahmood 4SF07EC014 65 Sanath R Shetty 4SF09EC062

20 Faseeha Majeed 4SF09EC020 66 Sandeepa Prabhu 4SF10EC407

21 Guruprasad B K 4SF09EC402 67 Sankeeth V. Salian 4SF10EC408

22 Harshitha K 4SF09EC022 68 Shama Kumar P. 4SF10EC409

23 Harshitha P 4SF09EC023 69 Shashidhara Gowda H. 4SF10EC410

24 Hithesh P 4SF09EC024 70 Shazia Lowna 4SF09EC064

25 Jaison Loy Suaris 4SF09EC025 71 Sheelavathi B. N. 4SF09EC065

26 Jewel Vincent Chittilappilly 4SF09EC026 72 Sheetal B S 4SF09EC066

27 Joyline E Lobo 4SF09EC027 73 Shilpa Shetty 4SF09EC067

28 Jyotshna Kamath B 4SF09EC028 74 Shreevidya 4SF09EC087

29 K Pravesh Prabhu 4SF09EC030 75 Shrinidhi N 4SF09EC073

30 Kavya S. Maddin 4SF10EC401 76 Shwetha Shetty 4SF09EC069

31 Kavya V Ullal 4SF09EC031 77 Siddharth Adyanthaya 4SF09EC070

32 Laukik 4SF08EC411 78 Sohan M 4SF09EC071

33 Madhukara V S 4SF09EC032 79 Sthuthi A 4SF09EC074

34 Malavika U 4SF09EC033 80 Supriya G 4SF09EC075

35 Mohammed Shameer 4SF09EC035 81 Suraj Steevan D'Souza 4SF09EC076

36 Mohith Yane Mithun Kumar 4SF09EC036 82 Sweedel Carel D souza 4SF09EC077

37 Nabeel Ahmed Alsurfa 4SF10EC402 83 Syed Tanveer Ahmed D 4SF09EC078

38 Nandini K 4SF07EC022 84 Ummar 4SF10EC412

39 Nisha 4SF09EC041 85 V S Amrutha 4SF09EC079

40 Nisha K 4SF09EC040 86 Veekshitha 4SF09EC080

41 Niveditha M 4SF09EC088 87 Vidya Y Rao 4SF09EC081

42 Pavan Gowda K 4SF09EC029 88 Vignesh Y 4SF09EC082

43 Pavithra Bhandary 4SF09EC042 89 Vijnandeep R 4SF09EC084

44 Pavithra V Hegde 4SF09EC043 90 Yasar Arafath 4SF09EC085

45 Pooja 4SF09EC044 91 Vijetha K 4SF09EC083

46 Poojashree 4SF09EC045

Sl No.  Name of the Student                  USN No. Sl No.  Name of the Student                  USN No. 



 Graduation Day - DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING - VIII SEM -  28-11-2013 



DEPARTMENT: MECHANICAL ENGINEERING - VIII SEM

List of Students Conferred the Honor of Graduation

1 A G Nithesh 4SF09ME001 47 Lavina D`Silva 4SF09ME047

2 Aakash Bhandary A 4SF09ME002 48 M.S.Rajesh 4SF10ME402

3 Abbobacker Nabeel 4SF09ME003 49 Mahesh M M 4SF09ME048

4 Abdul Niyaz Byari 4SF09ME004 50 Manish 4SF09ME049

5 Abhijith Karkera 4SF09ME005 51 Maroof Bin Khalid 4SF09ME093

6 Ahamad Nissar 4SF10ME400 52 Mighil M 4SF09ME051

7 Ahammed Akram B 4SF09ME006 53 Mohammed Shuaib D 4SF09ME092

8 Ahammed Shafiq K 4SF09ME007 54 MOHITH.K 4SF09ME053

9 Ajay U Shetty 4SF09ME008 55 Moideen Ansar 4SF09ME054

10 Akash Kumar 4SF09ME009 56 Muhammad Iyash 4SF09ME055

11 Akhil Chandran 4SF09ME010 57 Muhammed Ashfak S 4SF09ME090

12 Akshay K 4SF09ME011 58 Mujeeb Rahman P A 4SF09ME056

13 Amithraj Thyagaraj 4SF09ME012 59 Naved Khan 4SF09ME057

14 Aneesh Marathe 4SF09ME013 60 Nishanth 4SF09ME059

15 Arun 4SF09ME014 61 Prajwal D 4SF09ME060

16 Arun Kumar V 4SF09ME016 62 Praveen Kumar M 4SF09ME061

17 Ashish Arjal 4SF09ME017 63 Princeton Lobo 4SF09ME062

18 Ashwin 4SF09ME018 64 Rai Rahul Damodar 4SF08ME044

19 AsifAhmed 4SF09ME019 65 Rakesh Kumar 4SF09ME063

20 Asim Hamad 4SF09ME020 66 Rakshan D Bolar 4SF09ME064

21 Asutosh Lambe 4SF09ME021 67 Rakshith B.N 4SF10ME404

22 Athith B 4SF09ME022 68 Rakshith P 4SF09ME065

23 Chethan kumar 4SF09ME024 69 Rakshith Shetty 4SF09ME066

24 Dani George 4SF09ME025 70 Ranjith T.R 4SF10ME405

25 Deepraj Alva 4SF09ME026 71 Rizwan Ahamad K 4SF09ME067

26 Devalan M 4SF09ME027 72 S.G.Sangeeth Kumar 4SF10ME407

27 Dhanush 4SF09ME028 73 Santhosh Menon 4SF10ME408

28 Dheeraj Shet 4SF09ME029 74 Savith Kumar Shetty 4SF09ME070

29 Elton Dylan Nazareth 4SF09ME089 75 Shanan Prenith Lasrado 4SF09ME071

30 Guruprasad K 4SF09ME030 76 Shetty Nikith Niranjan 4SF10ME409

31 Hardikkumar Sanghani 4SF09ME069 77 Shiek Mohammed Bilal 4SF09ME072

32 Hari Prasad K 4SF09ME031 78 Shishir Marla B 4SF09ME073

33 Harshith 4SF09ME032 79 Shravan Kumar Kudukoli 4SF08ME052

34 Harshith 4SF10ME401 80 Shreyas P.Shetty 4SF10ME410

35 Jasim A 4SF09ME033 81 Siddarth 4SF09ME075

36 Jeevan Krishna 4SF09ME034 82 Siddarth.R.Shetty 4SF08ME053

37 Jimson John 4SF09ME035 83 Srinivas Setty R N 4SF09ME077

38 Jithin Shetty 4SF09ME091 84 Sunil 4SF09ME078

39 John Cleetus 4SF09ME037 85 Uday B P 4SF09ME079

40 Joseph M K 4SF09ME038 86 Varun Bhat K 4SF09ME081

41 Karthik S Damodaran 4SF09ME040 87 Varun Prabhu B 4SF09ME082

42 Kaushik Chand Mada 4SF09ME041 88 Vijay 4SF09ME083

43 Kethan Miranda 4SF09ME042 89 Vikas S Rao 4SF09ME084

44 Kiran S Pattanashetti 4SF09ME044 90 Vishnu Raj 4SF09ME086

45 Kishan Don Mathias 4SF09ME045 91 Vivek Mandanna B. E. 4SF09ME087

46 Kishan E S 4SF09ME046 92 Yofid Ahmed 4SF09ME088

Sl No.  Name of the Student                  USN No. Sl No.  Name of the Student                  USN No. 



 Graduation Day - Department of CIVIL ENGINEERING VIII SEM -  28-11-2013 



DEPARTMENT: CIVIL ENGINEERING - VIII SEM

List of Students Conferred the Honor of Graduation

1 Abdul Fawaz 4SF09CV001 30 Mohd Tayyib 4SF09CV032

2 Abdul Nafeed 4SF09CV002 31 Mohd. Hisham 4SF09CV027

3 Abdul Rahiman K.P. 4SF09CV003 32 Mohd.Marzook 4SF09CV028

4 Abhijith Kotegar A. 4SF09CV004 33 Nisha Sapalya 4SF09CV035

5 Anjali Rajan 4SF09CV005 34 Poornajith 4SF09CV036

6 Anoop C. Thomas 4SF10CV400 35 Prathik S 4SF09CV037

7 Arjun P Kumar 4SF09CV006 36 Praveen K 4SF09CV038

8 Arun Prashanth 4SF10CV401 37 Rakshith P. D. 4SF10CV406

9 Asheena Sunny 4SF09CV007 38 Ranajeet 4SF09CV039

10 Ashton Wikin Coelho 4SF09CV008 39 Razeen Abdul Rahiman 4SF09CV040

11 Basavaraja E. 4SF09CV009 40 Roland Crasta 4SF09CV042

12 Dhaval R. Kotian 4SF09CV012 41 Ruksar Ahmed 4SF10CV407

13 Gurukiran Shetty 4SF09CV015 42 Sandesh K Kanchan 4SF09CV043

14 Gururaj 4SF09CV016 43 Sandesh Shenoy P. 4SF10CV408

15 Harshavardhana K. L .4SF09CV017 44 Sasha Rai P 4SF09CV044

16 Joyson Cutinha 4SF09CV018 45 Shawn Madtha 4SF09CV045

17 Kavita Parameshwar Patgar 4SF09CV019 46 Shihabuddin 4SF10CV409

18 Krishna Pai M 4SF09CV058 47 Shrinidhi Bhat T. N. 4SF10CV410

19 Lyna Nadir 4SF09CV022 48 Shwetha Bhaskar B. 4SF10CV411

20 M.V. Varkey 4SF09CV023 49 Sindhu S 4SF09CV046

21 Mahammad Faizal 4SF10CV403 50 Sneha Adhikari 4SF09CV047

22 Manamohana K 4SF09CV024 51 Suraj Shetty 4SF10CV412

23 Mannathu Aditya Jayachandran 4SF09CV025 52 Sushanth Shetty S 4SF09CV050

24 Mecwin Lobo 4SF09CV026 53 Suyog K. 4SF09CV051

25 Mohammed Faizal C A 4SF09CV057 54 Taarik Mohammad 4SF10CV413

26 Mohammed Nisham P K 4SF09CV030 55 Ujwal Y Suvarna 4SF10CV414

27 Mohammed Thaha 4SF10CV405 56 Vishnudev Ashok 4SF09CV055

28 Mohd Jashid Karippodi 4SF09CV033 57 Yashvanth P. 4SF09CV056

29 Mohd Saqib K 4SF09CV031

Sl No.  Name of the Student                  USN No. Sl No.  Name of the Student                  USN No. 



 Graduation Day - DEPARTMENT OF MBA -  28-11-2013 



1 Abdul Khader Thakbeer 4SF11MBA01 61 Pranav Shetty 4SX11MBA04
2 Abhilash 4SF11MBA02 62 Prashanth Kumar M 4SX11MBA05
3 Adithya. N. Kollaje 4SF11MBA03 63 Prathamesh Tulshidas Raut 4SX11MBA06
4 Ahsalatha (B C Gowad) 4SF11MBA14 64 Pratheek 4SX11MBA07
5 Akshatha Kumari 4SF11MBA04 65 Prathviraj 4SX11MBA08
6 Akshitha 4SF11MBA05 66 Praveen B 4SX11MBA09
7 Amal T James 4SF11MBA06 67 Praveena Kumar K. R 4SF10MBA36
8 Amitha 4SF11MBA07 68 Priyanka 4SX11MBA10
9 Andrea Divya D`cunha 4SF11MBA08 69 Rachal Sweety 4SX11MBA11
10 Annapurna K 4SF11MBA09 70 Rakshith Rai S 4SX11MBA12
11 Apoorva Naik K 4SF11MBA11 71 Ramitha.c 4SX11MBA13
12 Arathi 4SF11MBA12 72 Ramya Bharadwaj B. S 4SX11MBA14
13 Aruna Gowri P R 4SF11MBA13 73 Ranjan Shetty 4SX11MBA15
14 Ashalatha 4SF11MBA15 74 Rayan Mingel Bardoza 4SX11MBA16
15 Ashrith Nonda 4SF11MBA16 75 Reena Josna Dsouza 4SX11MBA17
16 Ashwini Y 4SF11MBA17 76 Rinika Chatterjee 4SX11MBA18
17 Avinash. K 4SF11MBA18 77 Roshan Ballal 4SX11MBA19
18 B Prajwal Acharya 4SF11MBA19 78 Rushel Sapna Dsouza 4SX11MBA20
19 Babitha 4SF11MBA20 79 Sagar Alva 4SX11MBA21
20 Babitha Crasta 4SF11MBA21 80 Salman.K S 4SX11MBA22
21 Bhagyashree Rai 4SF11MBA22 81 Samartha 4SX11MBA23
22 Bijosh Mathew 4SF11MBA23 82 Sanath Kumar 4SX11MBA24
23 Dhanraj. I 4SF11MBA26 83 Sandesh D P 4SX11MBA25
24 Dhanyashree K. S 4SF11MBA27 84 Sangeetha Shenoy P 4SX11MBA26
25 Divisha A 4SF11MBA29 85 Sanmith Shetty 4SX11MBA27
26 Edrich Floyd Dsouza 4SF11MBA30 86 Serin Sara Abraham 4SX11MBA28
27 Gaushith 4SF11MBA31 87 Shabarish. S. Rao 4SX11MBA29
28 Jasmine Nayana 4SF11MBA32 88 Shailesh Shetty 4SX11MBA30
29 Jeevan Prakash D Souza 4SF11MBA33 89 Shalvita Jeshma D`Souza 4SX11MBA31
30 Jins Mathew 4SF11MBA34 90 Sheena .k. Anand 4SX11MBA32
31 Joyson Noel Dsouza 4SF11MBA35 91 Shihabuddeen. A 4SX11MBA33
32 Kavya D 4SF11MBA36 92 Shivaprasad D S 4SX11MBA34
33 Keerthan Kumar 4SF11MBA37 93 Shravan Kumar S 4SX11MBA35
34 Khader Musheer Rizvi 4SF11MBA38 94 Shruthi L 4SX11MBA36
35 Kiran Kumar 4SF11MBA39 95 Shruthi Salian 4SX11MBA37
36 Kiran Raj H 4SF11MBA40 96 Shruti Poojari 4SX11MBA38
37 Krishna Pratheek G 4SF11MBA41 97 Sneha V. Amin 4SX11MBA39
38 Lanwil Daril D`souza 4SF11MBA42 98 Sowmyashree S N 4SX11MBA40
39 Latha B 4SF11MBA43 99 Srikanth Prabhu 4SX11MBA41
40 Lavanya 4SF11MBA44 100 Steny M S 4SX11MBA42
41 Lyston F Fernandes 4SF11MBA45 101 Subhaschandra K 4SX11MBA43
42 Mahamad Thouhid 4SF11MBA46 102 Subhaschandra K. 4SX11MBA43
43 Mahammad Faisal 4SF11MBA47 103 Sudarshana K 4SX11MBA44
44 Mallika Rani 4SF11MBA48 104 Suma Rani 4SX11MBA45
45 Mamatha 4SF11MBA49 105 Sumangala 4SX11MBA46
46 Manoj Ajith D`souza 4SF11MBA50 106 Supreetha 4SX11MBA47
47 Mariyammath  Rashida  A. K 4SF11MBA51 107 Surendra Rumo Gunagi 4SX11MBA48
48 Meghana Naik G. 4SF11MBA52 108 Sushma Shetty 4SX11MBA49
49 Mohammed Tanveer H 4SF11MBA53 109 Thripthy 4SX11MBA50
50 Nagaraja 4SF11MBA54 110 Vani P Menon 4SX11MBA51
51 Nagaraja 4SF11MBA54 111 Varsha Pai K 4SX11MBA52
52 Nazmuddin A F 4SF11MBA55 112 Vasudeva K. R 4SX11MBA53
53 Nisha Jane Machado 4SF11MBA56 113 Vidyadhara Prabhu B 4SX11MBA54
54 Nishitha 4SF11MBA57 114 Vijaya 4SX11MBA55
55 Pavan Kumar 4SF11MBA58 115 Vinod Kumar 4SX11MBA56
56 Pradeep Acharya 4SF11MBA59 116 Vishwesha G Aithal 4SX11MBA57
57 Pradeep Joy Monteiro 4SF11MBA60 117 Yamuna Shenoy M 4SX11MBA58
58 Prajwala Preema Rodrigues 4SX11MBA01 118 Yasar Ahamad 4SX11MBA59
59 Pramitha J. V. 4SX11MBA02 119 Yashaswini. S. K 4SX11MBA60
60 Pranam K S 4SX11MBA03
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...Educating the young minds  ...Training the Technocrats  ...Empowering the Engineers
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Dr. Manjunath Bhandary, Chairman, presenting a memento to Mr. Lakshmi Narayanan



Tel.: + 91 824 2277222  Email: @sahyadri.edu.in   website: sahyadri.edu.insahyadri

Sahyadri Campus, Adyar, Mangalore - 575007, Karnataka, India. 

SAHYADRI
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING & MANAGEMENT

ISO Certification

Accreditation from the IAO (International Accreditation Organisation)
The institution is awarded with ISO 9001-2008 certificate,

from TUV Nord, Germany
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